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Epidermal mosaicism and Blaschko's lines
Celia Moss, S Larkins, M Stacey, A Blight, P A Farndon, E V Davison

Abstract
To test the hypothesis that epidermal
rather than dermal mosaicism determines Blaschko's lines in hypomelanosis
of Ito (HI), we studied the distribution
of chromosomal mosaicism in four
patients. In two, mosaicism had not
been detected in lymphocytes or dermal
fibroblasts, but was clearly shown in epidermal keratinocytes; furthermore, the
abnormal cell line was confined to the
hypopigmented epidermis and the normal epidermis contained only normal

different disorders suggests that it is a function
of normal skin biology rather than a pathological process. Montgomery,' in 1901, dismissed
various anatomical candidates: Blaschko's
lines do not correspond to vascular or lymphatic territories, to dermatomes, to Voigt's lines
which demarcate areas supplied by the major
cutaneous nerve branches, to Langer's lines of
skin tension, or to embryological body segments. Montgomery concluded that they reflected the streams or trends of growth of
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embryonic tissues. This view is still held,
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however, explain the patchy nature of the
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different dermatoses following this pattern. In
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present in melanocytes, which have not 1965, Curth and Warburton6 suggested that
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yet been studied. These preliminary re- the pigmentation following Blaschko's lines
sults support the ideas that (1) Blaschko's seen in the X linked disorder incontinentia
lines represent single clones of epidermal pigmenti reflected functional X chromosome
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cells; (2) in patients with HI and severe mosaicism (Lyonisation), the normal skin
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pattern remains speculative. Its constancy in explained on the basis of mosaicism (table 1).
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This clonal hypothesis of Blaschko's lines
Table 1 Linear dermatoses explained on the basis of mosaicism.
seems so likely to be true that little time has
been wasted in trying to prove it. Remarkably,
Cause of mosaicism
Characteristics of abnormal
Skin condition
clone of epidermal cells
however, experiments in mosaic subjects have
totally failed to show what it predicts, namely
Lethal X linked dominant gene
Incontinentia pigmenti
Lyonisation
that one skin type is composed of one cell type,
Goltz syndrome
Chondrodysplasia punctata
and the other skin type of the other cell type.
Half chromatid or
Lethal autosomal dominant gene
Epidermal naevus
The hypothesis was first tested in three hersomatic mutation
Linear porokeratosis
maphrodites, human chimeras with a mixture
CHILD syndrome
ILVEN
of 46,XX and 46,XY cells, who had patchy
Proteus syndrome
pigmentation with midline demarcation. CytoMcCune-Albright syndrome
genetic studies on fibroblasts cultured from
Half chromatid or
Non-lethal autosomal dominant
Epidermolytic hyperkeratosis
somatic mutation
gene
Linear Darier's disease
light and dark areas showed a mixture of both
Segmental neurofibromatosis
cell types in one or both sites.'6 It was next
Linear psoriasis
Linear lichen planus
tested in incontinentia pigmenti: X inactivaLinear eczema (lichen striatus)
tion studies on fibroblasts cultured from light
Somatic
Chromosomal abnormality
Linear dyspigmentation
and dark skin showed that the same X chromonon-disjunction
some was active in both sites, rather than the
Chimerism
Normal
Linear dyspigmentation
normal paternal X in the normal skin and the
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abnormal maternal X in the pigmented skin as
had been expected. This result was attributed to
the proliferative advantage of cells containing
the normal X."7 Most recently it has been
tested in patients with chromosomal mosaicism and linear dyspigmentation. There are
now many reports of cytogenetic studies on
fibroblasts cultured from light and dark skin,
but hardly any show pure cultures of the two
different cell lines in the two different biopsies:
there is almost always a mixture in one or both
biopsies.11-15
The most likely explanation for this is that
fibroblasts do not conform to Blaschko's lines.
Most of the dermatoses following Blaschko's
lines (table 1) affect ectodermal derivatives,
namely melanocytes, keratinocytes, or epidermal appendages. Similarly all the chimeric
animal studies involve epidermal cells.4 5
Therefore, we performed cytogenetic studies
on cultured epidermal cells from light and dark
areas of four patients with linear dyspigmentation, three of whom had severe neurological
deficit (HI). We chose to examine keratinocytes rather than melanocytes simply
because they are easier to grow.
Methods
CELL CULTURE AND CHROMOSOME ANALYSIS

Metaphase chromosome preparations were
made from peripheral blood lymphocytes and
cultured skin fibroblasts using standard
methods.
For the preparation of keratinocytes for
chromosome analysis the skin biopsies were
washed in calcium and magnesium free PBS
and then floated in 2 ml 0 1% trypsin solution
for one hour at 37°C with agitation at 10
minute intervals, to separate the epidermis.
The epidermis was then peeled back and the
keratinocytes gently scraped from the keratin
layer, and from the epidermal side of the
basement membrane. The loose cells were
collected by washing the tissue with medium
and centrifuging the resultant cell suspension.
The cell yield was placed in a 60 mm petri
dish containing 5 x 105 feeder cells (Swiss
3T3.J2 irradiated mouse fibroblasts) and K
medium18 without epidermal growth factor
(EGF). Mouse EGF (1O ng/ml) was added at
the first medium change (three to four days)
and at all subsequent changes. Cultures were
incubated at 37°C in 10% CO2 in air.
Primary cultures were subcultured after
eight days' growth. The feeder layers were
selectively removed by vigorous pipetting with
0-01% EDTA before disaggregating the keratinocytes with 1 part trypsin:1 part EDTA.
Secondary cultures were established at 105
cells per 25 cm2 growth area flasks prepared
as for primary culture. Before harvesting
for cytogenetics the feeder cells were again
removed and metaphases prepared using
standard methods.
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sensorineural deafness, and hypopigmented
streaks and whorls (fig 1). Previous cytogenetic
studies in lymphocytes and in fibroblasts cultured from light and dark skin on the arm had
been reported as normal with no mosaicism:
a single fibroblast out of a total of 70 grown
from dark skin showed the karyotype
46,XX, - 13, + mar, but this was dismissed as a
cultural artefact. Further 2 mm biopsies were
taken from light and dark areas on the back for
both fibroblast and keratinocyte culture.
Case 2, an Asian female aged 1 year, was
developmentally delayed, epileptic, and
severely visually impaired, with minimal white
streaks on the right flank, hip, and leg (fig 2).
Previous cytogenetic studies on lymphocytes
were normal. Fibroblasts from a biopsy of
light skin had failed to grow and from dark
skin showed a normal karyotype. Further
biopsies were taken from light and dark skin on
the flanks for keratinocyte culture.
Case 3, a white male aged 13, had epilepsy,
moderate learning difficulties with language, a
webbed neck, bilateral talipes, and generalised
light and dark streaks. Cytogenetic studies in
lymphocytes and fibroblasts from light skin on
the arm showed a normal 46,XY karyotype,
while fibroblasts from adjacent dark skin
showed a mixture of 46,XY and 45,X, 4-8%
cells being abnormal. Further biopsies were
taken from light and dark skin on the back for
keratinocyte culture.
Case 4, a white male aged 13 years, was
profoundly retarded and epileptic, with linear
hypopigmented streaks. Lymphocytes had the
karyotype 46,XY with no mosaicism. Biopsies
were taken from light and dark skin on the arm
for fibroblast and keratinocyte culture.
These fibroblast karyotypes are summarised
in table 2.

PATIENTS

Case 1, an Asian female aged 3 years, had facial
asymmetry, developmental delay, bilateral

Figure 1 Hypopigmented streaks on the anterior trunk
of case 1.
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7, one cell being normal. Case 3. All cells from
both dark (100 cells) and light (60 cells) skin
showed a normal 46,XY karyotype. Case 4. All
cells from both dark and light skin showed a
normal 46,XY karyotype.
These results are summarised in table 3.

.....

....

1'..

mob'"I"It--ile,

Figure 2 Hypopigmented streaks and whorl on the right hip and flank of case 2.

Table 2 Fibroblast karyotypes.
Patient

Dark skin
Cells

Karyotype

No

%

Case 1

1
70

Case 1
(2nd culture)*
Case 2
Case 3

35

14
98.6
100

(1st culture)

Light skin
Cells

46,XX,- 13,+ mar
46,XX
46,XX

Karyotype
%

No

No growth
2
13 3
13
86 7
No growth
62
100

46,XX,- 13,+mar
46,XX

46,XX
46,XY
46,XY
45,X
Case 4
44
46,XY
100
46,XY
* Skin fibroblasts
were cultured from case 1 on two occasions: the first time only fibroblasts were
grown and the second time both fibroblasts and keratinocytes were grown.
102

100

119
6
26

95-2
48
100

Table 3 Keratinocyte karyotypes.
Patient

Dark skin

Cells

Light skin

Karyotype

No

%

Case 1
Case 2

15
15

100
100

46,XX
46,XX

Case 3
Case 4

100
31

100
100

46,XY
46,XY

Cells

Karyotype

No

%

4

100

1
24

4

60
31

96
100
100

46,XX,- 13,+mar
46,XX
47,XX, + 7

46,XY
46,XY

Results
Cytogenetic studies on keratinocytes showed
the following. Case 1. All 15 cells examined
from dark skin showed a normal 46,XX karyotype, while all four cells from light skin showed
the abnormal karyotype 46,XX, - 13, + mar,
the small marker chromosome probably being
a ring 13. Fibroblasts grown from the same
skin biopsies gave the following: all 35 cells
from dark skin were normal, while two out of
15 cells from light skin showed the abnormality 46,XX,- 13,+ mar. Case 2. All 15 cells
from dark skin were normal (46,XX) while 24
out of 25 cells from light skin showed trisomy

Discussion
Our results show the following. (1) In chromosomally mosaic patients, keratinocytes cultured from light or dark skin demarcated by
Blaschko's lines are more likely to yield a
single cell type than are fibroblasts. Three of
the eight successful fibroblast cultures yielded
a mixture of cells, the abnormal cell line comprising 1 4 to 13 3% of cells examined. Only
one of eight keratinocyte cultures yielded a
mixture of cells, and in that culture only a
single cell was 'out of place', having a normal
karyotype when the other 24 cells had an extra
chromosome 7. This could well be because of
random loss in broken metaphase. These findings support the idea that Blaschko's lines
demarcate epidermal rather than dermal
clones. This idea is also supported by findings
in the single patient where we looked at keratinocytes and fibroblasts from the same biopsy: the second skin biopsy from light skin in
case 1 showed a mixture of cells in the dermis,
but a pure culture in the overlying epidermis.
(2) In patients with dyspigmentation following Blaschko's lines, where chromosomal
mosaicism is suspected but not definitely
shown in fibroblasts, it may be confirmed in
keratinocytes (cases 1 and 2). Clearly this observation will be useful clinically. The pathogenetic significance of this finding is not yet
clear: our patients do not resemble previous
patients with ring 13,'9 13q-,22' or trisomy 7,22
and this might be because of a low level of
mosaicism or tissue specificity.
The finding of mosaicism in keratinocytes
supports the idea that Blaschko's lines are
determined by the epidermis, but the negative
findings in two patients require explanation.
In case 4 no mosaicism was found in any
tissue, but this patient's phenotype is so typical of HI that it seems very likely that he is
mosaic. It has been suggested that all patients
with HI are mosaic but the mosaicism may be
submicroscopic,23 and this would certainly
explain our negative findings in this patient.
The result from case 3 was unexpected: keratinocytes from both light and dark skin
showed a normal male karyotype, while fibroblasts from dark skin were mosaic 46,XY/
45,X. The abnormal cells cannot be dismissed
as artefactual because phenotypically the
patient showed some features of Turner's syndrome, with a webbed neck and low posterior
hairline. This finding can, however, be reconciled with the hypothesis that Blaschko's lines
are determined by the epidermis, since keratinocytes are not the only cells in the epidermis:
melanocytes are also present, and are
obviously relevant in these patients because
the phenomenon we are studying is pigmentation. In this patient, epidermal mosaicism
might be confined to melanocytes, but this has
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not yet been tested. Interestingly, case 3 was
the most mildly affected neurologically of the
patients we studied. Embryologically, keratinocytes and the central nervous system have
the same ectodermal origin, while melanocytes
derive later from the neural crest. We suggest
that in this patient the abnormal cell line
developed in the mesoderm and neural crest,
largely sparing the keratinocytes and brain.
We plan to test this hypothesis in future by
examining cultured melanocytes for mosaicism.
(3) We predicted that in subjects with epidermal mosaicism, one skin type would show
one cell line and the other skin type would
show the other cell line. Our results have
indeed shown this in case 1 and also in case 2
with the exception of only one cell.
(4) In both patients showing epidermal
mosaicism, the abnormal (pale) skin contained
the abnormal cell line. This revives the possibility that the cytogenetic abnormality is
directly responsible for the failure of pigmentation. Previous studies in fibroblasts have
shown abnormal cells in both light and dark
skin: this observation, and the fact that so
many different cytogenetic abnormalities produce the same appearance, has led to the idea
that the pigmentary anomaly is a non-specific
result of genetically different cells migrating
together.23 However, this does not explain the
fact that most chromosomally mosaic patients
do not have linear dyspigmentation. Furthermore, the control of pigment production, storage, and distribution is controlled by many
genes,24 and could probably be disturbed by
many different chromosomal rearrangements
in keratinocytes or melanocytes.
In conclusion, our limited findings support
the idea that Blaschko's lines are determined
by epidermal rather than fibroblast clones. We
suggest that looking for chromosomal mosaicism is a more sensitive test for HI when
carried out in keratinocytes rather than in
fibroblasts alone, and in future melanocytes
should also be studied. The presence of mosaicism in fibroblasts but not keratinocytes might
be associated with a better prognosis neurologically. Finally, the cytogenetic abnormality
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in the epidermis might be directly responsible
for the failure of pigmentation in the pale
streaks of hypomelanosis of Ito.
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